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We describe the production of large $^{23}$Na Bose-Einstein condensates in a hybrid trap characterized by a weak magnetic field quadrupole and a tightly focused infrared beam. The use of small magnetic field gradients makes the trap compatible with the state-of-the-art magnetic shields. By taking advantage of the deep cooling and high efficiency of gray molasses to improve the initial trap loading conditions, we produce condensates composed of as much as 7 million atoms in less than 30 s.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultracold atomic gas experiments emerged in recent years as a promising platform to simulate the dynamics of many-body quantum systems, thanks to the high degree of experimental control and accessibility they offer \cite{1,2}. Recent theoretical proposals show the possibility of using coherently coupled Bose-condensed mixtures to produce exotic defect structures exhibiting analogies with fundamental interaction physics \cite{3,4}, to study spin-orbit coupled systems \cite{5,6} allowing the realization of supersolid phases of matter \cite{7,8}, and to devise analog models of gravitational physics \cite{9}. Magnetic field fluctuations and inhomogeneities are often the main sources of dephasing when coherent manipulation of internal atomic states is attempted. Employing ultracold mixtures insensitive to first order Zeeman perturbations was demonstrated to be a viable strategy to increase coherence times, for instance with $^{87}$Rb \cite{10,11}, even in the absence of magnetic field screening techniques. Such mixtures, however, are characterized by interaction properties unsuitable to realize the aforementioned proposals. Conversely, the mixture composed of the ground hyperfine states $|1, \pm 1 \rangle$ of $^{23}$Na allows to devise a stable system of two BECs, perfectly overlapped in trap and characterized by a clear separation between density and spin dynamics \cite{12,13}, thanks to its favorable interaction properties, but requires to work in conditions of high magnetic field stability to preserve the internal states coherence for a sufficiently long time to study its dynamics. Similar requirements characterize many different physical systems: a few examples include experiments in electron microscopy \cite{14}, nuclear magnetic resonance \cite{15}, ultracold atoms \cite{16,17}, atomic magnetometry \cite{18} and atom interferometry \cite{19,20}.

Spurious magnetic fields can be either actively compensated or passively shielded. Active compensation is more suitable when dealing with noise in the frequency range between 10 and 1000 Hz, but more challenging to implement. A good active compensation requires to monitor the field at the atoms location inside the vacuum chamber, which cannot be directly accessed, necessitating noninvasive reconstruction techniques \cite{21}. Compensation of static and low-frequency external fields can be achieved using passive magnetic shields. Magnetically soft materials suitable for this application, such as p-metal and analogous alloys, are limited by their tendency to saturate and lose their magnetic shielding properties until a demagnetization procedure is applied. Since the elements that produce magnetic fields necessary for the experiment must be fitted inside the shield, possible incompatibility between the shield saturation limits and these elements must be taken into account. A detailed study of this subject cannot leave the specific shield and coils design out of consideration and requires a simulative approach and a performance test of the final assembly that are beyond the scope of this manuscript, and will be presented elsewhere \cite{22}. Saturation occurs at magnetic field intensities $|\vec{H}|$ of the order of $10^2$ to $10^3$ A/m inside the material, depending on the specific alloy. Compressed magnetic traps exerting gradients of hundreds G/cm on the atoms can cause saturation issues \cite{23,24}, if we exclude atom chips. On the other hand, the smaller gradients that are typically used for magneto-optical trap (MOT) operation demonstrated full compatibility with properly designed shields \cite{25,26}, but are insufficient to provide the necessary elastic collisions rate to reach quantum degeneracy in magnetic traps via RF evaporative cooling.

These limits can be circumvented by all-optical production protocols. Despite their well-known advantages, such as the possibility to devise spin-insensitive traps, pure optical dipole traps (ODTs) are limited by the available power in the tradeoff between the capture volume and the trap depth and, in the simplest implementations, by the reduction of trapping frequencies during evaporation.

Production of BECs in traps that combine the advantages of both optical and magnetic potentials was demon-
strated to be a viable strategy since the first realizations of BEC, where a repulsive “optical plug” was used to suppress Majorana spin-flips in a simple quadrupole magnetic trap (QMT) \cite{19,22}. Another recently demonstrated approach consists in combining a tightly focused red-detuned single beam \cite{53,55} or a crossed \cite{56} dipole trap with a QMT. For the reasons discussed above, the adiabatic compression of the QMT remains a fundamental strategy with this second approach in order to improve the ODT loading conditions, by applying an RF evaporation stage to the magnetically trapped sample. The combined magnetic and optical potential also shows enhanced confinement along the ODT trap axis, compared to the pure optical counterpart, allowing to reach quantum degeneracy in single beam configurations even in the absence of magnetic compression \cite{57}. Weak magnetic field gradients can also be used to enhance all-optical production techniques, for instance to spin-polarize the sample \cite{58} or to compensate for gravity during optical evaporation \cite{59}.

In this work we describe the production of $^{23}$Na BECs in a hybrid trap composed of a low magnetic field gradient QMT and a single beam ODT, where the compression of the QMT is avoided for magnetic shield compatibility. Compared to similar realizations \cite{59}, here we also take advantage of gray molasses (GM) cooling to efficiently load the atoms into the QMT, where they act as a reservoir during the loading of the deep (compared to the sample temperature) ODT. With such a protocol we produce condensates composed of as much as 7 million atoms in a spin-polarized state, ensuring well controlled starting conditions for the production of internal atomic state mixtures.

II. ATOMIC SAMPLE PREPARATION

Our experimental apparatus as well as the full characterization of GM cooling were already described elsewhere \cite{60,61}. The atomic source is composed of a crucible where the sodium sample is evaporated, by a 12-cm-long Zeeman slower (ZS), and by a 2D MOT. The atoms loaded into the 2D MOT are pushed along its free axis by a dedicated laser beam towards the science chamber, where they are captured into a Dark-Spot (DS) MOT and GM cooling is performed.

The six orthogonal 3D MOT beams of approximate diameter of 1.9 cm counterpropagate in pairs with opposite $\sigma^\pm$ polarizations and slightly red-detuned frequency from the cooling transition $(3^2S_{1/2} | F = 2 \rightarrow 3^2P_{3/2} | F' = 3)$ at 589 nm). Atoms are repumped from the $|F = 1\rangle$ ground state manifold by means of an additional hollow repumper beam superimposed on one of the cooling beams \cite{19}. Such a beam is obtained by shining a collimated Gaussian beam on an axicon lens (Thorlabs AX252-A) that exchanges outer and inner parts of the beam. At a distance of 800 mm from the axicon, the beam profile shows a dark disk (6 mm diameter) and a bright annular band with intensity increasing with the distance from the center. Such a profile is then imaged on the atoms after further blocking the spurious light present in the dark region with a disk-shaped obstacle. During MOT loading, the quadrupole coils produce a gradient of 13.3 G/cm at the trap center. Atoms are captured in the DS MOT at an approximate rate of $0.6 \times 10^9$ atoms/s, and their number saturates after a loading time of 13 s to $4 \times 10^9$ at a temperature of the order of 300 µK. The MOT is then switched off before applying a GM cooling procedure to the atomic cloud \cite{61}.

GM cooling operates on the blue side of the D1 optical transition $(3^2S_{1/2} | F = 2 \rightarrow 3^2P_{1/2} | F' = 2)$ with an additional repumper sideband amounting to roughly 4% of the total power on the $(3^2S_{1/2} | F = 1 \rightarrow 3^2P_{1/2} | F' = 2)$). The six 3-mm-waist $(1/e^2$ radius) beams propagate along the same axes and with the same polarizations as the MOT beams. After a 0.5 ms capture pulse detuned by $4\Gamma$ ($\Gamma \sim 2\pi \times 10$ MHz) from the cooling transition with an intensity of 280 mW/cm$^2$ per beam, the power is ramped down to 17 mW/cm$^2$ in 4.5 ms after increasing the detuning to 12$\Gamma$. In order to efficiently depump the atom population from the $|F = 2\rangle$ manifold, the beams are operated at $4\Gamma$ detuning and without repumper sidebands during the last 0.5 ms of the ramp. Temperatures of 14 µK with roughly unitary capture efficiency are obtained.

III. HYBRID TRAP

The hybrid trap configuration is sketched in Fig. 1(a). A horizontal single beam ODT is vertically displaced from the QMT trap center, where the magnetic field is zero, by a distance $z_{\text{dip}}$. As a consequence of this displacement, atoms trapped in the ODT potential avoid depolarization due to Majorana spin flips. The symmetry axis of the quadrupole magnetic potential ($\hat{z}$) is orthogonal to the dipole beam axis ($\hat{z}$). The resulting potential, accounting for gravity, is given by:

$$U(x, y, z) = \mu B'' \sqrt{\frac{x^2}{4} + \frac{y^2}{4} + z^2}$$

$$- \frac{C \cdot 2P}{\pi w^2(x)} \exp \left\{ -2 \left[ \frac{y^2 + (z - z_{\text{dip}})^2}{w(x)^2} \right] \right\} + mgz. \quad (1)$$

The first term in the right-hand side of the equation is the quadrupole magnetic potential, the second is the optical potential term and the third term is the gravitational potential. Here $B''$ is the magnetic field gradient along $\hat{z}$, $\mu$ the magnetic moment of the atoms, $w(x)$ is the beam radius $(1/e^2)$, and $C$ is a constant proportional to the polarizability of the atomic species, depending on the trapping beam wavelength.

The ODT consists of far-detuned ($\lambda_{\text{dip}} = 1064$ nm) laser beam, focused on the atoms through a $f = 200$ mm
achromatic lens to a waist $w_0 = 23 \, \mu m$. The $C$ constant for the given wavelength is $7.27 \times 10^{-37} \, J/(W \cdot m^2)$. The ODT is operated at a maximum power of 7.5 W, corresponding to a trap depth of $U_0 \approx k_B \times 475 \, \mu K$, where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant.

Given our beam parameters and magnetic field gradient, the radial trapping frequencies $\omega_{y,z}$ are dominated by the ODT contribution

$$\omega_{y,z} \approx 2\sqrt{U_0/mw_0^2}, \quad (2)$$

while both the optical and magnetic potential contribute to the axial trapping frequency

$$\omega_x = \sqrt{\mu B_x/(4mz_{dip})} + (\omega_{ODT}^2)^2. \quad (3)$$

Trap frequencies are experimentally measured by exciting collective modes in the condensate [63] at the end of the experimental sequence. At the end of the evaporation, we achieve a pure BEC with an ODT depth of $k_B \times 3.8 \, \mu K$, and a QMT gradient of $B_x' = 7.74 \, G/cm$. Here the radial trapping frequencies are $(\omega_x, \omega_y) = 2\pi \times (512(3), 510(3)) \, \text{Hz}$, while the axial one is reported in Fig. [3](b), as a function of the displacement $z_{dip}$. The displacement is controlled by applying a homogeneous bias field along the $z$ direction, which results in a vertical shift of the QMT center position $\Delta z_{bias} = B_{bias,z}/B_x$. The axial ODT contribution, extracted by fitting the experimental data with Eq. [3], is $\omega_{ODT} = 2.5(2) \, \text{Hz}$. Such a value is roughly half of the value expected for an ideal Gaussian beam with the given beam parameters, probably as a consequence of non ideal focusing or imperfect beam quality.

**IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SEQUENCE**

The experimental sequence carried out to produce Bose-Einstein condensates is shown in Fig. [2](a-c). Right after the end of the GM, the atoms are captured in the combined potential by suddenly switching on the QMT at $22.1 \, G/cm$ in the presence of the ODT with a trap depth $k_B \times 475 \, \mu K$. About $1.5 \times 10^9$ atoms, corresponding to the fraction occupying the low-field-seeking state $m_F = -1$, are captured in the quadrupole trap at a tem-
perature of about 32 µK.

During the subsequent loading stage, lasting 10 s, a fraction of the atoms is loaded by elastic collisions into the ODT, where the sample rapidly becomes collisionally thick in both the radial and axial directions, as the system reaches thermal equilibrium. In the meanwhile, the reservoir temperature is stabilized by applying an RF knife whose frequency is swept from 6.5 to 4.3 MHz in 2.5 s and kept constant until the end of the loading stage, where the number of atoms captured in the ODT saturates to a value of the order of $3 \times 10^7$ with a temperature of the order of 40 µK. Table I summarizes the quantitative results up to this point.

After switching off the RF signal, the magnetic field gradient is ramped down in 300 ms to a value of 7.74 G/cm, that is slightly below the one necessary to compensate for gravity, $B'_z < mg/\mu \approx 8.1$ G/cm. In this way the atoms that are held only by the quadrupole potential are released. No significant improvement is observed with longer ramping times. The sample is then evaporatively cooled to quantum degeneracy, with an initial truncation factor $\eta = U_0/(k_B T) \approx 13$, by ramping down the ODT depth from $k_B \times 475$ µK to $k_B \times 3.8$ µK in 3.25 s, after which we obtain an almost pure Bose-Einstein condensate made of about 7 million atoms.

Figure 2(d) shows the number of atoms loaded in the ODT, as well as the corresponding phase-space density (PSD) during the experimental procedure. Such values are estimated assuming thermal equilibrium in trap $\text{PSD} = N(h\bar{\omega})^3/(k_B T)^3$, where $\bar{\omega} = (\omega_x\omega_y\omega_z)^{1/3}$ is the instantaneous geometric average of the trapping frequencies. Trapping frequencies at different values of ODT power and magnetic field gradient are estimated from the ones experimentally measured at given conditions, through the dependencies on $U_0$ and $B'_z$ in equations (2) and (3).

The system is characterized in the vicinity of the transition temperature by evaporating the sample to different final values of ODT depth $U_0$, and measuring simultaneously the condensed fraction [Fig. 3(a)], the total atom number [Fig. 3(b)], and the temperature [Fig. 3(c)] of the sample. The harmonically trapped ideal gas transition temperature $T_C(0) = \hbar\bar{\omega} N^{1/3}/[k_B c^{1/3}(3)]$ is computed for each data point, estimating $\bar{\omega}$ at different ODT powers as explained above, and shown in Fig. 3(d). The BEC phase transition is crossed at an approximate temperature of 3 µK. In Fig. 3(e), the measured values of condensed fraction are reported as a function of the reduced temperature $T/T_C(0)$. As expected, the experimental points lie below the ideal gas curve, as a consequence of repulsive interactions [64]. The data show general agreement with the curve accounting for mean-field interactions, except in the vicinity of $T_C(0)$ where the approximation is not valid.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We described a new experimental apparatus for the production of large BECs in a hybrid trap compatible with the use of µ-metal, or equivalent alloys, magnetic shields. GM cooling allows for an efficient mode-matching with the low-gradient QMT. Atoms captured in the QMT act as a reservoir during the loading of the ODT, which operates in the collisionally thick regime. This procedure allows to efficiently load the atomic sample into the ODT, even in the absence of magnetic trap compression, preparing it in conditions suitable for an efficient optical evaporation, during which the magnetic potential also contributes to the ODT axial confinement.

The perspectives opened by the present work, together with the following implementation of a properly designed magnetic shield to work in conditions of high magnetic field stability, include the possibility to explore the coherent evolution of Rabi-coupled mixtures subject to first order Zeeman perturbation, on a timescale longer than the
FIG. 3. Condensed fraction and total atom number as a function of the optical trap depth during evaporation (a,b). Measured temperature (blue dots) and ideal gas critical temperature $T^{(0)}_C$ (red diamonds) estimated for each data point (c), using the values of trapping frequencies inferred from the dependence on the ODT power, represented in arbitrary units (d). Arbitrary frequency units amount to 1 kHz for the radial trapping (blue solid line) and to 5 Hz for the axial trapping (red dashed line). The inset shows the scaling behavior at low values of dipole power, where the effect of the residual magnetic confinement is evident. The gray line signals the final power at the end of the evaporation, where the trapping frequencies are experimentally measured. Panel (e) shows the condensed fraction in the function of the normalized temperature (blue dots) compared to the ideal gas curve (red solid line) and to the curve corrected for mean field interactions [64] (green dashed line). Image profiles for three different temperature values are shown on top.

orbital many-body dynamics. In particular, the binary mixture composed of the ground hyperfine states $|1, \pm 1\rangle$ of $^{23}\text{Na}$ is a promising platform to study the exotic defect structures emerging in Rabi coupled mixtures, such as magnetic solitons [10] and vortex molecules [5 8 11], as well as supersolid phases exhibited by spin-orbit coupled BECs [17 20 65].
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